When two studies of the same location mismatch, you have an overlap to two symbols.

Example SE Salmon and 23rd and E Salmon and 23rd. I kept this as is.

A problem with the PBOT data making Google mapping the data impossible is they only used locations such as:

SE SALMON AVE S of 13TH ST

so I changed locations to be mappable:

SE SALMON AVE and 13TH ST

Changing the location to allow for Google maps to plot it resulting it the following problem:

SE SALMON AVE S of 13TH ST

13TH ST N of SE SALMON AVE

become:

SE SALMON AVE and 13TH ST

13TH ST and SE SALMON AVE

These are the same location by mistake

I changed this problem by sending one symbol a block away in a few cases.

In a few cases I deleted an insignificant symbol.

Preferably this what the X and Y fields would fix.

However they do not appear to be longitude and latitude.

Google didn't recognize the X and Y fields.